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In the last few years several energy brokers 
have sprung up to help businesses reduce the 
cost of their utilities, but do they always offer a 
good deal?

The media has reported on numerous cases 
where electricity and gas contracts have 
been tied to totally inappropriate terms and 
structures, for extended periods, with no 
protection from increases in market rates and 
pass-through charges. They have also revealed 
highly inflated rates that conceal a potentially 
unethical level of commission for the brokers.

Whilst this behaviour is not true of all energy 
brokerages, the marketplace is (currently) 
unregulated with no transparency on 
commission, which is why it is important that 
businesses are highly diligent when approached 
by a broker.

Before agreeing to a broker’s recommendations, 
businesses should consider the following:

• Read the letter of authority very carefully and 
ensure that you are not providing exclusivity 
or full management rights to the broker. 
You should also ensure that the letter of 
authority has a clear expiry date that you are 
comfortable with.

• Just because you have used the broker for 
several years and believe they are doing a 
good job – never take this at face value, 
as they can exploit your complacency. 
Analyse the year-on-year impact of their 
quote and look at it in the context of market 
movements.

• Energy costs on a long-term contract of 
two to five years represent a commitment 
to a significant amount of spending. We 
would always recommend that only a 
representative from the Board of Directors or 
Trustees have the authorisation to approve 
energy contracts.

• Brokers will often pop-up just before a 
contract renewal and this is poor practice. 
For high-consuming accounts, we would 
expect an energy account to be tendered 
from up to six months in advance, and if the 
results are not favourable then the tender 
should be repeated over and over again to 
achieve the best results. The reality is that 
you need 28 days to port a gas contract 
to a new supplier and 14 days to port an 
electricity supply, so you don’t need to make 
a formal decision until very late on in the 
process.

• Nobody has a crystal ball. Analysts are 
positioned to provide forecasts on energy 
pricing, but ultimately we would apply very 
simple logic to selecting an appropriate term. 
If the new deal fails to show a monetary 
saving, then we would not commit for more 
than 12 months. If the new deal showed a 
saving, then we would consider a 24-month 
deal, or a 36-month deal, at the very most, if 
there were a significant saving and  
business case.

• When assessing an energy quote ensure 
that you look at the combined unit rate per 
kilowatt hour inclusive of the energy costs, 
standing charges and levies. Sometimes a 
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headline rate can appear low, however it is 
often offset by extortionate standing charges 
or levies that have been omitted from the 
proposal. You need to ensure that you are 
assessing and comparing energy prices on 
an “apples and apples” basis. 

• Stay away from pass-through contracts. 
They are complex and difficult to understand, 
and most importantly will come with little or 
no security against adverse changes to the 
industry and networks. What appears to be 
a good deal on day one can often become 
a poor and detrimental deal several months 
down the line.
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Catering Update 
BY: SIMON GIBSON - CATERING

• An estimated 47% of our food supplies 
come from outside of the UK, so there 
is an opportunity to create a better food 
provenance story from UK suppliers that will 
attract customers and provide a more secure 
food supply.

• Regularly track prices of core items 
purchased to see how many prices fluctuate 
and use these in discussion with your 
suppliers.

Market changes to be aware of 
As legislation and public sentiment of 
packaging and waste grows, ensure that 
policies you adopt are both financially viable 
and sustainable.  

Suppliers are trialling different packaging 
options, but be aware this may cause shorter 
shelf life, less protection against damage, take 
up more storage area and could increase the 
cost. Think carefully about how this may impact 
your business before committing to a new 
policy, or being persuaded by that food supplier 
that tells you ‘everyone is using it’.

You may have seen in-season fruit and veg 
pricing increasing. Is this just due to a poor 
harvest or crop, or are there other factors?  
The weather has undoubtedly not helped,  
but the lack of pickers has also been an 
increasing problem, with many eastern-
European workers heading home.

When businesses refer to their spend on 
Catering, are they referring to Food and 
Beverage commodities, Manpower, Kitchen 
Equipment, Tableware, Disposables or an 
all-encompassing service such as contract 
catering? 

Industry news 
When you are procuring catering supplies 
keeping up to date with changing legislation is 
a challenge. From the much-publicised bans 
on plastic straws and drinks stirrers from April 
2020, to the Soil Association’s recommendation 
that all state schools in England should offer a 
compulsory plant-based menu one day a week. 

As you would expect there is a big focus 
on security and pricing of supply that could 
come with a no deal Brexit impacting not only 
suppliers, but also businesses with catering 
needs that should be thinking about contingent 
measures, storage capacities, menus and menu 
pricing - all of which will have an impact on 
gross profits and budgets.

Hints and tips 
Whatever your catering requirement is, always 
have strong processes that can manage and 
control costs:

• If it’s a catering contract, ensure you write 
a strong requirement from the outset and 
ensure that the level of service and charges 
are reviewed at least quarterly with the 
Caterer.  

• Food commodity prices can vary 
dramatically according to the supply and 
demand influenced by seasons, crop 
harvests, weather and exchange rates - 
so ensure that menus are reviewed and 
changed regularly to make the most of what 
is good value, rather than doggedly sticking 
to the same menu that may be costing you 
30% more.

• Use your main food suppliers to assist you 
with presenting your allergen information for 
your menus or allergen reference folder.  
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In the last quarter, electricity prices dipped 
whilst gas prices rose slightly. Longer term, 
both are expected to continue generally 
upwards, primarily driven by increases in  
non-commodity costs.

Short-term Wholesale Prices (Figure 1) 
Wholesale prices have dropped to relatively 
low levels in the past year, although they were 
rangebound (in effect, flat) for much of the past 
6 months, with no one factor taking hold of 
direction.

Maintenance issues in the French nuclear fleet 
and volatile global geopolitics added upward 
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pressure - countered by strong gas supplies 
and mild temperatures. Increasing renewable 
generation also helped to temper demand for 
commodities.

Brexit remains an unknown, with competing 
arguments as to how it will impact UK energy 
rates. The most immediate effect is likely to be 
on sterling; a no-deal exit may push down the 
value of the pound, increasing energy costs in 
the UK, but vice versa if a deal is formalised.

Long Term Energy Rates 
Electricity (Figure 2) 
Electricity prices dipped slightly in the last 

quarter as a knock-on effect of commodities 
falling. Over the longer term, rates will 
likely continue upwards, due to increasing 
non-commodity costs. The delivered cost 
is predicted to increase c. 2% to 2020/21, 
assuming wholesale prices remain flat or fall. 
However, forecasts predict costs flattening from 
2020/21 to 2021/22.

Gas (Figure 3) 
Gas rates jumped slightly in the last quarter, 
although this may be a seasonal adjustment; 
longer term gas is expected to increase by 
roughly 7% to 2020/21, plus a further 2% to 
2021/22. This is due to a combination of 

increased wholesale costs plus a rapidly 
increasing CCL rate. However, supplies not 
subject to CCL should see much less increase.

Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting 
(SECR) 
If you qualify for ESOS - or close to the 
thresholds - you need to be aware of SECR. 
This new scheme, launched in April, requires 
businesses to include energy use, emissions 
and an intensity metric in their accounts – 
starting from financial years beginning on/
after 1st April 2019. It mandates compliance 
with similar criteria to ESOS but with lower 
financial thresholds and exempts those with 

Figure 1: Gas - Pence Per Therm (12 months forward average) Figure 2: Source BEIS. Electric - Avg Non-Domestic p/per kWh Exc. CCL & Vat (up to 2M kWh p/a)
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Quarterly Energy Market Review (cont.)
BY: PHIL BENNETT - UTILITIES & ENVIRONMENTAL

Could video be the future of Comms?
BY: TONY EDWARDS - COMMUNICATIONS & I.T.

consumption below 40,000 kWh p/annum.

UK Smart Meter Rollout 
In a recent cost-benefit analysis, the government 
announced an extension to the smart meter 
rollout (i.e. the replacement of the UK’s gas and 
electricity meters with smart meters), from the 
2020 target to 2024. So far, over 16 million have 
been installed, with an optimistic target of 30 
million by the end of 2020 - 43 million need to 
be replaced in all.

BEIS also recently reported on SMETS1 - the 
first-generation of smart meters, which, 
frustratingly, lose smart functionality when 

switching supplier (as opposed to SMETS2 
which, generally, do not). They aim to resolve 
this by integrating SMETS1 into the comms 
infrastructure used by SMETS2. This should 
negate the need to swap all SMETS1 meters, 
avoiding huge disruption and potentially saving 
c. £103 million.

The comms and technology space is a rapidly 
evolving beast, with manufacturers, developers, 
resellers and like releasing new products and 
services almost daily.

When Skype launched in 2003, we were at the 
end of the dot-com boom and video calling over 
IP was born. However, when new technology is 
developed and launched there will be issues. 
Skype was no different – especially when 
attempting to promote the use of video in 
a business environment. Data speeds were 
nowhere near what they are today, and a lot 
of the issues raised by users were around 
disconnection and poor video quality.

Over the years since, video has continued to 
grow and develop as a concept, but it was only 
really when Apple launched FaceTime - and 
Google launched Hangouts - that video was 
seen in its best light, and started to become a 
truly conceivable channel of communications.

Figure 3: Source BEIS. Gas - Avg Non-Domestic p/per kWh Exc. CCL & Vat (up to 2.7M kWh p/a)

Fast forward to now and with millennials 
coming out of education and entering the 
workforce, we believe that video will continue 
to rise and become the preferred channel of 
communication within the next 3-5 years. 

Providers like Zoom and BlueJeans have been 
the biggest companies purely focused on video 
in the market, however Zoom have pivoted into 
traditional telecoms, having launched a cloud 
PBX offering. On the flipside, 8x8 have launched 
a free version of their video meeting platform to 
compete with Zoom, making it an exciting time 
to be following the industry.

This doesn’t mean to say that voice is dead. 
Providers are now able to give users a choice 
between using voice, Instant Messaging, 
collaboration and video - all wrapped up in a 
single application.
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YMCA is the oldest and largest youth charity in 
the world. YMCA England and Wales is made 
up of a national council of 116 independent 
YMCAs across the country. Together, they 
support 228,000 young people every year. 

The partnership between YMCA and Auditel 
is one built on trust, co-operation and, above 
all, results. Over the last 15 years, Auditel has 
secured over £3 million of savings network-
wide. Working with both YMCA England and 
Wales and an increasing number of independent 
YMCA organisations across the country, the 
focus is on achieving both cost savings and 
efficiency gains. Acting as a vital procurement 
resource, Auditel has the scope of knowledge 
and experience to undertake all essential 
overheads projects on behalf of the group.

After initially being retained by YMCA England 
and Wales in 2004 to review essential services 
costs, Auditel, led by Consultant Gillian 
Gibbon, quickly became a valued asset to the 
organisation. As trusted partners of YMCA 

England and Wales, Auditel handles energy 
procurement and supplier management for 
the estates’ 90+ charity shops. Monthly bill 
validation combined with a consultative 
approach to future spend is leading the charity 
towards a more energy and cost-efficient future. 

“Auditel has managed our energy buying for 
many years and we have just re-engaged 
them for a further term. We like the monthly 
management service, which checks and 
validates all our bills and provides reporting to 
help us manage our budgets. This saves our 
team the workload, whilst having peace of mind 
that we are getting best value on our energy 
procurement and that all energy related issues 
are being managed on our behalf.”  
CEO, YMCA St Helens

As with most charities, independent YMCAs are 
operated by small, efficient teams whose main 
focus is to ensure maximum impact in their 
local communities. When faced with limited or, 
in some cases, no procurement resource, YMCA 

managers turn to Auditel for their knowledge 
and expertise in the market. 
Auditel’s flexible, no-nonsense approach to fees 
allows individual YMCAs to interact on best-fit 
terms, from share of savings – essentially 
a no-win, no-fee structure – to fixed fee and 
brokerage options. Coupled with buying power 
and the ability to leverage existing contacts, 
Auditel brings a wealth of benefits which not 
only include savings but improved supplier 
relationships, ongoing management and 
clarity over spend – vital for any charitable 
organisation. 

The last 15 years have seen Gillian and her 
fellow Auditel specialists undertake a plethora 

of reviews, tenders, supplier management 
and procurement consultancy across a wide 
range of cost centres. However, one of the 
most common areas for concern across the 
YMCA network remains energy consumption 
and efficiency. Alongside streamlining 
and consolidating supplies, which often 
simultaneously reduces costs and increases 
visibility on spend, Gillian continues to work 
with key stakeholders to reduce consumption 
through changes in attitudes and behaviours. 

The most recent project involves conducting 
energy audits at a sample of YMCA sites. Key 
learnings can then be shared and applied across 
the estate for the benefit of all.

Over £3 million savings and 
counting for YMCA

“Auditel has worked with us for many years on energy procurement and they have 
recently delivered projects on waste, hygiene services and recruitment agency 
procurement. These projects have resulted in significant direct annual savings 
and enhanced our internal processes, so we are also benefiting from indirect cost 
savings on administration and staff time.”

- Procurement and Contracts Manager, YMCA St Paul’s Group

“Auditel provides a comprehensive energy management and procurement service 
for YMCA Shops. With our significant usage and expenditure, it is vital to ensure 
that energy supplies are tightly managed and that we are obtaining best value 
in the markets. Having identified many billing and meter anomalies we are now 
working on ways to reduce consumption and further reduce our costs.”

- Head of Retail, YMCA England and Wales

A U D I T E L  C A S E  S T U D Y 
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Can we achieve it sustainably?

It only seems like yesterday, but in fact it was 
January 2007 – Marks & Spencer launched their 
sustainability initiative – ‘Plan A, because there 
is no Plan B’.

Having achieved success with their initial ‘zero 
to landfill’ goal in 2012, M&S are now pressing 
on with new goals which will reduce the amount 
of product packaging, and ultimately eliminate 
the packaging within the supply chain which 
is difficult to recycle, delivering new levels 
of sustainability for suppliers, stores and 
customers.

M&S may be pathfinders, but they are not alone 
– many other high profile companies are also 
proclaiming ‘zero to landfill’, such as Sainsburys 
(achieved in 2013), Jaguar Land Rover  
(achieved 2018), and Premier Inn. Increasingly, 

‘Zero Waste to Landfill’ is being seen as an 
essential element of business credentials for 
the third decade of the 21st century.

But there is another side to this apparent 
environmental success story. The total volume 
of waste generated by Britain’s Commercial & 
Industrial sector has flat-lined in the last few 
years, after showing signs of a downward trend 
earlier in the decade. Recycling volumes have 
been static for a lot of waste streams as well, 
with household recycling in particular struggling 
to achieve the 50% European target.

Key phrases which are now part of the waste 
and recycling ‘everyday’ are diversion from 
landfill and recycling and recovery. This is part 
of the language which surrounds the big growth 
destination for waste – a destination which is 
now overtaking landfill for those elements of 
waste which are hard to recycle. Energy from 

What does ‘Zero Waste to Landfill’ really mean? 
BY: MARTIN WALLIS - WASTE

Waste accounted for 11 million tonnes in 2017, 
and with more capacity coming online each 
year, figures for 2019 are likely to show that it 
has overtaken landfill as a destination for non-
construction waste.

Major players in the waste industry have 
invested, including Veolia, Viridor and Grundon, 
but Energy from Waste is not universally popular 
with the neighbours of proposed new plants. 
Total landfill avoidance is difficult to achieve as 
well, with some plants sending the ash residue 
to landfill.

So Zero to Landfill is a great message, but it isn’t 
the same as 100% recycling in most instances. 
As an increasingly important message for 
many of our clients though, how can we help 
achieve these environmental goals alongside 
sustainable cost reduction? Here are a few ways 
to make progress on this journey:

• Engage with your supply chain to reduce 
packaging waste

• Work with cost effective service providers 
who will not only help measure waste 
volumes, but also destinations

• Use measurement to set targets for future 
improvement

• Set targets which are achievable, and 
consider Energy from Waste as a stepping 
stone from landfill disposal as you look to 
maximise levels of recycling

• See how your Auditel consultant can help 
you gain momentum in this process
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‘‘All costs are the same’’.

Good procurement requires an appreciation 
of the key features of the product, a review of 
the full array of suppliers in the market and an 
objective ‘like for like’ assessment of price and 
service.  

Foreign Exchange (FX) is no different.

So why is it that, in our experience, clients are 
more wedded to their finance providers and 
reluctant to change than in other areas of the 
business? Perhaps it’s understandable when 
you are considering changing a bank account 
with all the administrative cost and disruption 
of making that change, but there are no such 
concerns with FX.    

There is a fear that moving the account might 
lead to bank recrimination on their core facility. 
This is just not the case, as banks want to keep 
customers, not penalise them and are more 
likely to come back with an improved offer.    

The other reason for not considering a change 
is that banks are seen as a safe place for their 
money. This is certainly true of the thousands 
of small brokers, but not the ’super’ brokers 

that offer great rates, trade worldwide and have 
credit ratings as good as - if not better - than the 
main banks. Banks need to be challenged just 
like all suppliers!

High street banks continue to dominate the 
market in spite of offering high rates, additional 
transaction and transfer fees and service that, 
due to their offering a wide product portfolio, is 
not solely focussed on FX.

So what should you be looking for in an ideal FX 
provider? Here is our checklist:

Complete transparency over transactions

• A customer portal to monitor rate

• Complete knowledge over margin,  
no hidden fees

• Prompt confirmation and audit trail of 
transaction and rate / time dealt   

Secure funds

• The supplier has an excellent credit rating

• Client funds are truly ring-fenced 

You review all your other overheads,  
so why not Foreign Exchange?
BY: JOHN WARDLE - BANKING & FINANCE

Choice of rates

• The supplier obtains rates from a wide 
selection of partners. Many just deal through 
one bank rather than a number

Prompt action as the market moves

• The supplier is proactive and discusses with 
you the strategies available to you

• The supplier puts in place measures such as 
‘Market Orders’ (buy at this rate) and ‘Stop 
Loss’ (sell at this rate).

Strategic Plan in place for your FX

• The supplier performs a detailed ‘Health 
Check’ on previous transactions and advises 
a suitable FX strategy to fit the business

• Assistance in reporting how the business is 
managing its risks and uncertainties

• Most businesses have a certain amount 
of natural hedging. Develop a Hedging 
Risk Policy to help you to optimise natural 
hedging opportunities inherent in the 
business

Fixed margins

• Most suppliers offer a Floating Rate margin 
fixed at the time of the transaction. What can 
happen is you receive a good rate for the first 
transaction followed by a gradual ‘rate creep’

• Auditel partners offer an excellent fixed 
margin that you can rely on for every 
transaction. This gives transparency and 
peace of mind

Regular reviews of the cost of FX are often 
overlooked by many businesses. As FX can 
be a large cost covering export turnover and 
purchase of imported raw materials, it is 
fundamental to business health that these costs 
are reviewed regularly.
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Procurement expertise when you need it.
 
Auditel was established to help organisations 
make effective and informed procurement 
decisions within a rapidly evolving market. 
Today we are a strong network of over 100 
procurement specialists and are continually 
innovating our service as a leading procurement 
and supply chain management consultancy.

Auditel’s procurement specialists work 
alongside your existing Finance, Operational and 
Procurement teams, providing the external help 
your organisation requires, delivering business 
transformation and a competitive advantage. 
This is due to our vast expertise and detailed 
knowledge of suppliers, and which of them can 
deliver innovation and services at the most 
competitive prices.
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